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Short intro to
OS

� One of the first things that runs when your computer starts

� Loads, runs and manages programs

� Services: File System, Network stack, printer, etc.

� Finds and controls all the devices in the machine in a general way.



Short intro to
OS

� Provide interaction with the outside world (Interact with devices)

� Provide isolation between running programs (processes)
� Virtual Memory
� Difference between Threads & Processes



IO – Program
interact with
outside world

� What must the processor do for I/O? 
� Input: reads a sequence of bytes 
� Output: writes a sequence of bytes 

� Interface options 
� Some processors have special input/output instructions 
� Memory Mapped Input/Output (used by RISC-V)



Memory
mapped IO

� Certain addresses are not regular memory 

� Instead, they correspond to registers in I/O devices
� Control Register, says if it’s OK to read/write (I/O ready) 
� Data Register, contains data



Virtual
Memory -
Pages

� A page, sometimes called a virtual page, is a continuous region of 
virtual memory 4,096 bytes (the page size) in length.

� A frame, sometimes called a physical frame or a page frame, is a 
continuous region of physical memory.



Virtual
Memory –
PageTables

� Processor-generated address can be split into:

� May be not continuous in physical memory, PTs is stored in main
memory.



Virtual
Memory



Virtual 
Memory -
Swapping

� Basic idea: Use part of disk as memory
� When physical memory is used up, “evict” a page from physical

memory to disk (swap out).
� When programs need this evicted page, a “page fault” will be

generated, and OS will swap it into memory (may cause the eviction 
of another page).

� How to decide which page to evict?
� FIFO

� Clock algorithm
� Second chance algorithm
� …



Virtual 
Memory –
Page fault &
Swapping



What’s more ...

� Will be covered in OS course (next semester).



Thanks!


